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House Oversight Committee Republicans recently released the contents of emails sent between Dr.

Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), his

boss, then-National Institutes of Health director Dr. Francis Collins in 2020.

February 1, 2020, Fauci, Collins and 11 other scientists joined a conference call convened by Sir

Jeremy Farrar, director of the Wellcome Trust in London, during which they were told the virus

appeared to have leaked from the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) in Wuhan, China, and that it

might have been genetically engineered.

The emails show Fauci and Collins rapidly and unanimously agreed to suppress this evidence and

quash anyone promoting the lab leak theory. While questions of intentions remain, it seems this

decision was made for political, and not scientiVc, reasons.

On the one hand, it seems they didn’t want to sour relations with China, and on the other, they may

have feared what might happen were their own gain-of-function research, done at the WIV, to be

tied to the novel virus.

The COVID Origin Conspiracy

As reported by Nicholas Wade, writing for the City Journal, January 23, 2022:

“From almost the moment the COVID-19 pandemic broke out in the city of Wuhan, the

medical-research establishment in Washington and London insisted that the virus had

emerged naturally. Only conspiracy theorists, they said, would give credence to the idea

that the virus had escaped from the Wuhan Institute of Virology.

Now a string of unearthed emails ... is making it seem increasingly likely that there was, in

fact, a conspiracy, its aim being to suppress the notion that the virus had emerged from

research funded by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID),

headed by Anthony Fauci.

The latest emails don’t prove such a conspiracy, but they make it more plausible, for two

reasons: because the expert virologists therein present such a strong case for thinking that

the virus had lab-made features and because of the wholly political reaction to this

bombshell on the part of Francis Collins, then-director of the National Institutes of Health.”

In his article, Wade goes through the chain of events, recreated in part using the released emails.

The day before that February 1 conference call, four virologists led by Kristian G. Andersen of the

Scripps Research Institute emailed Fauci about the genomic sequence of the virus, which had been

published three weeks earlier.

According to Andersen, the genome was “inconsistent with expectations from evolutionary theory.”

Andersen and his three collaborators, Edward C. Holmes of the University of Sydney, Robert F. Garry

of Tulane University and Michael Farzan at Scripps Research, unanimously agreed that the virus

wasn’t natural and may have escaped from a lab. Wade writes:

“... the virologists had little doubt that the virus bore the Pngerprints of manipulation. The

focus of their attention was a genetic element called a furin cleavage site. This short

snippet of genetic material is what makes the virus so infectious for human cells.

Scientists sometimes add this element to laboratory viruses to make them more virulent,

but in nature, viruses usually acquire runs of genetic material like this by swapping them

with other members of their family.

The furin cleavage site in the COVID virus sticks out like a sore thumb because no other

known member of its family — a group called Sarbecoviruses — possesses a furin cleavage

site. So how did the virus acquire it?

A member of the Andersen group, Garry of Tulane University, remarks in the latest emails

on the fact that the inserted furin cleavage site, a string of 12 units of RNA, the virus’s

genetic material, was exactly the required length, a precision unusual in nature:

‘I just can’t Pgure out how this gets accomplished in nature ... it’s stunning. Of course, in

the lab it would be easy to generate the perfect 12 base insert that you wanted.’”

In his 2021 book, “Spike: The Virus Versus the People,” Farrar admits worrying about the political

fallout were these preliminary Vndings to be true.

“With extremely tense U.S. relations and an unpredictable American president determined

to see a biological threat through the distorting lens of nationalism, it didn’t feel too

melodramatic to wonder if an engineered virus, either accidentally leaked or intentionally

released, might be the sort of thing countries could go to war over,” he wrote.

A Lie to Prevent War?

Three days after Farrar’s conference call, February 4, 2020, Andersen suddenly changed his tune. In

an email, he derided “crackpot” ideas that “relate to this virus being somehow engineered with

intent.”

That same day, Farrar sent Fauci a draft of a paper signed by Andersen, Garry, Holmes and two

other colleagues, Andrew Rambaut and Ian Lipkin. The paper, “The Proximal Origin of SARS-CoV-2,”

was published in its Vnal form in mid-March 2020. In it, they roundly dismissed the lab leak theory

and insisted the virus had a natural origin.

Now, even if Andersen was convinced that there was no ill intent involved, why did he scrap the

evidence that initially convinced him the virus had to be engineered?

Farrar, in his book, claims that fears of a lab leak were only put to bed after intensive analysis and

emergence of new data,  but the email correspondence doesn’t seem to Vt this narrative — unless

you believe that a thorough scientiVc investigation can be neatly wrapped up in three days.

Be that as it may, with “The Proximal Origin” paper, the mainstream press had the ammunition it

needed to “debunk” claims of genetic engineering and/or a laboratory release.

Farrar also cosigned an open letter in The Lancet, denouncing the lab leak theory as baseless

conspiracy theory. Together, these two “scientiVc consensus statements” were, for well over a year,

used to silence discussion about a lab leak.

Politics, Not Science, at Play

Like Farrar, Collins and Fauci were also more concerned about political ramiVcations than the

scientiVc truth itself. February 2, 2020, after being told point-blank that the virus appeared

manufactured and likely escaped from the WIV, Collins complained that “voices of conspiracy”

could do “great potential harm to science and international harmony.”

Even after Andersen’s natural origin statement was published, Collins still fretted about the fact that

the lab leak theory wasn’t going away. “Wondering if there is something NIH can do to help put

down this very destructive conspiracy,” he asked Fauci in an April 16, 2020, email. Fauci told him to

just ignore it, saying it would eventually fade away.

The problem was that emerging data kept pointing to genetic engineering and a lab leak, so the

theory just wouldn’t stay buried. Worse yet, grant applications from the EcoHealth Alliance to the

NIAID reveal the U.S. was in fact funding the very research that could have resulted in this novel

virus.

Those involved still maintain that science, not politics, directed their actions,  but the evidence tells

a different story. How can one explain how initial concerns about genetic engineering within three

days shifted to a rock-solid consensus that we were dealing with natural evolution?

At the same time, Farrar, in his book, makes a big deal about his fears that then-president Trump

was “seeking to blame the virus on China” and might misuse evidence of a lab leak to start a war.

Yet we are asked to believe that this supposed fear of war played no role, and that science can

indeed change on a dime and be sorted in a matter of days. No, if anything, what this tells us is that

the scientiVc establishment will cover for China, no matter what the cost, out of fear of being

defunded and/or losing scientiVc credibility and standing.

“ The willingness of U.S. authorities to cover up
the origin of SARS-CoV-2 means that countries can
now assault us with bioweapons indefinitely, with
full impunity.”

Without doubt, researchers involved in dangerous gain-of-function research want to continue their

work — again, regardless of the cost to humanity. As noted by Wade:

“The repudiation by Andersen, Garry, and Holmes of their original conclusion, expressed in

the January 31, 2020, email was of enormous benePt to Collins and Fauci.

Though primary responsibility for any lab leak would rest with Shi at the Wuhan Institute of

Virology and with Chinese regulatory authorities, Collins and Fauci could share a portion of

the blame for having funded gain-of-function research despite its obvious risks and then

failing to ensure that grant recipients were taking all necessary precautions.”

The end result of all of this may be just as bad or worse than open kinetic war. The willingness of

U.S. authorities to cover up the origin of SARS-CoV-2 means that countries can now assault us with

bioweapons indeVnitely, with full impunity.

“If there really was a conspiracy surrounding the origin of SARS-CoV-2, Congress should

search for it,” Wade writes.  “First, in the still-closed records of the National Institutes of

Health and the EcoHealth Alliance. Congress then needs to ask scientists free of outside

pressures or con_icts to reassess the probable origin of a virus that has now killed some

5 million people worldwide.”

Not All Scientists Are Trustworthy

In related news, journalist Paul Thacker recently dove into yet another example of science gone

wrong:

“Why do people not ‘trust the science’?” Thacker asks. “Because like all people, scientists

are not always trustworthy ... It sometimes feels like researchers are striving to give people

reasons to doubt science in the age of COVID.

In the most recent example, the DisInformation Chronicle discovered that, in one of the

most widely read science journal articles of 2020, researchers wrote that it was a

‘conspiracy theory’ to claim that the COVID-19 pandemic could have started from a lab

accident in China.

However, they violated publishing ethics by not disclosing that the article had been secretly

edited by two scientists whose lab research involves genetically engineering

coronaviruses.

The commentary titled, ‘No credible evidence supporting claims of the laboratory

engineering of SARS-CoV-2’  appeared in the journal Emerging Microbes & Infections,

which is published by Taylor and Francis. The authors also appear to have bypassed the

normal process of peer review, according to emails  made public by U.S. Right to Know. ”

As reported by Thacker, the commentary was edited by none other than Shi Zhengli of the WIV, and

Ralph Baric, Ph.D., of the University of North Carolina — both of whom have been conducting the

kind of risky gain-of-function experiments on coronaviruses thought to have resulted in SARS-CoV-

2.

Baric speciVcally asked not to be cited as having commented on the article prior to submission,

which is a direct violation of Taylor and Francis authorship policy. Neither Baric’s nor Zhengli’s

names appear in the Vnal article. Funding sources were also omitted.

Beware the Vaccine Industrial Complex

The issue of whether or not we can simply “trust the science” becomes even more pertinent in light

of the rise of “the vaccine industrial complex,” where vaccine company executives inVltrate

government positions and vice-versa.

In a February 16, 2021, article  in Singapore Business Times, associate dean at the California

Western Law School, James Cooper, warns of the potential for a revolving door to develop between

government and the vaccine industry in the wake of COVID-19. If you ask me, that revolving door

has already existed for many years.

Cooper cites former U.S. president Dwight D. Eisenhower’s famous military-industrial complex

speech, in which he cautioned against the insidious nature of relations between the government

and suppliers of arms. Cooper fears the same kind of insidious relationship is now taking shape

with Big Pharma, where science ends up playing second Vddle to proVts.

“Since the end of World War II, a strong military-industrial complex has ensured massive

proPts for weapons suppliers in government procurement programs and prolonged armed

con_icts around the world. Could the same be possible for the preventive medical solutions

to the pandemic?” Cooper asks.

“After all, in order to maintain the current valuations that companies which make COVID-

related vaccines and diagnostic tests enjoy, the pandemic will have to become perpetual ...

[T]he unintended consequences of creating a multi-billion-dollar vaccine industry that did

not exist just a year ago should not be ignored. In the previous U.S. administration, worries

emerged that politics was crowding out science.

There is a risk that science may take a back seat to economics: When faced with the

potential of even greater Pnancial rewards, randomized controlled trials and peer-reviewed

studies may turn out to be afterthoughts.

To quote Mr. Eisenhower at the end of his speech: ‘In the councils of government, we must

guard against the acquisition of unwarranted in_uence, whether sought or unsought, by the

military-industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise of misplaced power exists

and will persist.’”

Indeed, drug companies are not likely to willingly let go of the mRNA industry that was allowed to

prematurely emerge thanks to the supposed emergency of COVID-19. New viruses and new

vaccines are the proverbial lock and key to the biggest and most dangerous Vnancial fraud the

world has ever known.

The end result of this vaccine industrial complex is the rise of a worldwide totalitarianism and

global genocide. Never before has it been more important to scrutinize our government leaders to

ascertain their true loyalties.

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Vnally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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The evidence is that Fauci who lied to Congress regarding the funding of coronavirus gain-of-function research, who is positioning

himself in favor of “vaccines” and criminal treatments is at the forefront of this genocide. As Senator Rand Paul said “I Vnd it hard to

believe that we still have someone with such poor judgment, who believes that even a pandemic would be worth it, that this person is

in charge of the investigation for our government, I Vnd it amazing”. Project Veritas has done it again, exposing the medical deep

state's lies about the Wuhan coronavirus. We now know beyond a shadow of a doubt that Fauci lied under oath about dangerous

"gain-of-function" coronavirus research. Never-before-seen military documents obtained by James O'Keefe and his team show that the

Fauci ou was, in fact, invented in a laboratory through gain-of-function experiments.

This same research was also used to develop the "vaccines" under Operation Warp Speed. The documents come from DARPA.

https://youtu.be/_zgoENmeddA  | www.projectveritas.com/news/military-documents-about-gain-of-function-..  (01/18/2022).

Evidence from redacted emails recently made public suggests that Fauci initiated efforts to cover up evidence pointing to a lab leak as

the origin of the virus and prompted a scientiVc article in Nature pushing the natural origin of the coronavirus.

www.theepochtimes.com/new-emails-reveal-faucis-role-in-shaping-highly-..  (01/20/2022)
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The Genocidal RamiLcations of the Criminal COVID Conspiracy
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola # Fact Checked

House Oversight Committee Republicans recently released the contents of emails sent between Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institutes

of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID), and his boss, then-National Institutes of Health director Dr. Francis Collins in 2020

$

The emails show Fauci and Collins rapidly agreed to suppress the theory that SARS-CoV-2 came from a lab. While questions of intentions remain, it

seems this decision was made for political reasons

$

Sir Jeremy Farrar, director of the Wellcome Trust in London, who also helped promote the narrative that the lab leak theory was nothing more than a

wild conspiracy theory, has publicly stressed that he feared then-president Trump might use evidence of a lab leak to start a war against China

$

Grant applications from the EcoHealth Alliance to the NIAID reveal the U.S. was funding the very research that could have resulted in this novel virus.

Some of that research was even conducted in the lab in Wuhan, China

$

It appears the scientiVc establishment will cover for China, no matter what the cost, out of fear of being defunded and/or losing scientiVc credibility

and standing. The willingness of U.S. authorities to cover up the origin of SARS-CoV-2 means that countries can now assault us with bioweapons

indeVnitely, with full impunity

$
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Dr. Anthony Fauci was told in a secret teleconference that the CCP virus had most likely leaked from a lab in China. This

includes Peter Daszak, founder of the EcoHealth Alliance, the nonproVt organization that funneled US grants to scientists in

Wuhan. “So everything that we discovered in the last two years, they knew all about it on February 1, 2020 … and instead of

alerting the world to the fact that there is an engineered virus that is affecting the world, Fauci does exactly what contrary. He

comes out and says: 'No, this is all natural' . www.theepochtimes.com/fauci-knew-about-virus-lab-origin-from-secret-te..

 (02/01/2022)
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Gui, Fauci's continued osce is only comprehensible in the light of a greater conspiracy. He is clearly not Vt for purpose but there

for "gain of function"! That is, he is a highly paid mouth piece and puppet for those who are really pulling the strings. Namaste.
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If the memory is working didn't former U.S. president Dwight D. Eisenhower actually warn the world to beware of the

military-industrial - EDUCATIONAL complex? Whether the memory is right or not, maybe it should have been expressed. Not

only that, but today he would have to add Digital - Snoops, Stalkers, Peeping Toms, Thought Police & Blackmailers of World

Governments plus other Too Big to Fail, individuals, Corporations, Finance & apparently what is or isn't sanctioned as research.

Unwanted data be damned. It's not enough for Fauci, Collins & 11 other scientists of the February 1, 2020, to be Vred. Jail Time

for them & a massive house cleaning throughout Big Pharma & the small army of enforcers through more than Fauci's domain,

but all the institutions who made & continue to make this go on.

Plus, there are multiple Mini-Me Fauci's throughout the many watchdog institutions who need the same treatment. To maintain

the current Ca$h Cow revenue streams for companies making COVID-related vaccines diagnostic tests enjoy, all efforts have

been to make the pandemic perpetual ...[T]he unintended consequences, - [Bull Spit, the intended goal, period,] of creating a

multi-billion-dollar vaccine industry not existing just a year ago [cannot] be ignored. The previous U.S. administration, worried

politics was crowding out science.

Too Late, this already started decades ago, with Fauci at the helm. With Fauci science has already taken a back seat to

economics. Fauci does not, has not represented the National Health, but instead represents a MaVa Medical dictate &

Enforcement System. Given the choice of greater Vnancial rewards, or real health measures, $$$, Power & Control have already

trumped randomized controlled trials & peer-reviewed studies, they are already creative window dressings. Creative

bookkeeping. The proof is the deadly explosion of nearly all the diseases it is his charge to Vnd positive outcomes for. Much of

this Documented by Kennedy.
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Very true pipblanc and Just, Yes, half a century ago the outgoing US president, Dwight "Ike" Eisenhower, offered what some

consider the most remembered presidential farewell in American history, only surpassed by that of the president and father

founder, George Washington. Eisenhower spoke to Americans about the novel concept of the "military-industrial complex" made

up of the Armed Forces and arms manufacturers and warned of his growing interference in managing the country's public

policies. "We must beware of acquiring unwarranted inouence, both solicited and unsolicited, from the military-industrial

complex," Eisenhower said in the speech's line that would go down in history and eventually become the banner of peace

activists. www.ourdocuments.gov/doc.php  

We now have the weapons of mass destruction laboratories and vaccine trials that have been the Vrst link in this false

pandemic. Jonathan Latham, PhD, coined the term “PANDEMIC VIRUS INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX” to describe one of the greatest

existential threats to humanity. Unlike some "viruses," the greatest threat facing humanity is the increasingly pervasive system

of fascist tyranny whereby corporations and government have merged and now feed off each other to perpetuate "crisis." of

health" for proVt. The Wuhan coronavirus "pandemic" is simply the latest example of this corrupt system, which "leverages

money for private proVt," to quote Dr. Joseph Mercola.
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This E-book consists of a Preface and Thirteen Chapters. Latest Update January 22, 2022. Each of the thirteen chapters

provides factual information as well as analysis on the following topics: - What Is Covid-19, what is SARS-CoV-2, how is it

identiVed, how is it estimated? - The timeline and historical evolution of the Corona Crisis, - The devastating economic and

Vnancial impacts, - The enrichment of a social minority of billionaires, - Social engineering and the destabilization of the

institutions of civil society - How the lockdown policies trigger unemployment and mass poverty Worldwide, - The devastating

impacts on mental health. THE 2020-22 WORLDWIDE CORONA CRISIS: DESTROYING CIVIL SOCIETY, ENGINEERED ECONOMIC

DEPRESSION, GLOBAL COUP D’ÉTAT AND THE “GREAT RESET”

www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..  (01/ 22/2022)
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Around the world, people have been misled by both their governments and the media about the causes and devastating

consequences of the Covid-19 "pandemic". The unspoken truth is that the novel coronavirus provides a pretext and justiVcation

for powerful Vnancial interests and corrupt politicians to plunge the entire world into a spiral of mass unemployment,

bankruptcy, abject poverty and despair. The CDC/NIH/WHO/Gates/Rockefeller, Fauci, etc. sociopaths have orchestrated this

disaster by adopting draconian interventions like immunity certiVcates, microchipping, forced vaccination, torpedoing our

sovereign rights, and ultimately the war on life.

with a vaccine that will only bring beneVts to BigPhama and its government partners, while injecting more disease into people.

The Great Reset has a guaranteed path of total domination by the technocratic elite, who will have all the power and enslave the

people by controlling the actions of the constitutionally elected governments. Total control of people, without respect for their

freedoms and rights while the 1% enjoy the paradises that they will reserve for their lives and the tax havens for their money.

Corruption and a false socialism of interests made the rich richer and the rest of the world slaves to their desires.
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the [[[fake money folks]]] pull ALL the strings. . ."permit me to control a nation's [or the world's] currency and I care not who

makes the laws. . .Mayer Amschel Red Shield
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A nurse's perspective...  https://youtu.be/5SVO0lc_1_o  Canadian police surrounded and blocked in

https://youtu.be/3FsKyalrR9U    Tow trucks refusing to aid police:
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So how can a government employee commit malfeasance and not be prosecuted? I expect it will happen later rather than

sooner!
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Reading this on Lee Rockwell… Nothing new but it makes my blood boil that they’re going after our sweet 5 year olds. Why? Why aren’t

we rioting in the streets over this? www.lewrockwell.com/2022/02/vasko-kohlmayer/justin-trudeau-is-a-bungle..
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They're going after them because they're ALL part of a SATANIC DEATH CULT that worships DEATH and power. The entire

WORLD is being indoctrinated into this cabal as they make their sacriVces to Molech (Satans many names).

 truth11.com/2021/08/18/humanity-has-been-inducted-into-a-satanic-cult/  BOHEMIAN GROVE News 1982 Elites Worship

Satan rumble.com/vsv7me-bohemian-grove-news-1982-elite-satan-worshipers.html..
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Thank you katndognco. The medical tyranny and the mandates of Biden backed by Trudeau are leading to an economic crisis

due to the management of the false pandemic that is aggravated by shortages, forcing truckers to take "vaccines" that only

cause death and damage. The inoation crisis caused by the disastrous economic policies of the administration of President Joe

Biden has forced more Americans to turn to food banks and other hunger relief organizations. The entire country is

experiencing its fastest rise in inoation in nearly four decades.

The prices of everyday goods, including food, have become more expensive: 6.3 percent more expensive than a year ago on

average, according to the most recent data. According to Feeding America, a nonproVt network of more than 200 food banks,

hunger in the United States was at its lowest point before the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic. The disastrous economic policies

instituted because of the pandemic are likely to reverse the gains made over the years.

Vincent James, executive director of Dare to Care, which provides food to people facing food insecurity in Kentuckiana, said it

must now serve an additional 175,000 people, a 20 percent increase from pre-pandemic levels.

www.cbsnews.com/news/food-banks-increase-demand-economic-struggle-ino..  (01/31/2022)

www.westernjournal.com/shelves-bare-bidens-failure-control-inoation-w..

 | www.brighteon.com/3c958c7d-0a8a-4c1b-9d7f-fc9f99bde404
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In Canada, they're already discussing injecting 6 month old babies with this evil concoction!!! There has never been a greater

evil than what we are witnessing today!
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Currently the possible rioting may have been going on right along. It being buried by the Legacy Media & Digital Thought Police.

There has been resistance within the Hospital networks, the shipping, ports, right along. In all kinds of places, it's just the

truckers are somewhat more noticed as the oavor of the week right now. Proper coverage hasn't been given and public

concerns haven't been recognized. So, Legacy/Digital Thought Police will move to distract or deny as long as they can. They are

also becoming more ridiculous and bizarre in their messaging.

Poisoning children & destroying their chance of a future cannot be allowed. Possibly as one-time drinkers of the Kool-Aid in

Legacy Media have themselves, family, friends suffer Jab/s after affects, some looking to debunk & slander Kennedy, once

seeing undeniable Documentation will confront the Truth. We're seeing larger cracks every day. This morning news reporting

Facebook faces losses. Is the general public learning how to stop feeding the beast, the many beast????

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 6:12:07 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

katndogco, richjedi, randy, steve, gui - Found this article from Monday, Jan 31st underneath the above Lew Rockwell link, Its an

update on what's happening with FAILURE and a WARNING - the 4th dose (booster shot) in Israel: " Israel: A ProVle in Vaccine

failure and a Warning to the World" - www.lewrockwell.com/2022/01/vasko-kohlmayer/israel-a-proVle-in-vaccin..  - quite a

shocking, sudden rise in cases in the most vaxxed country. This is fairly consistent with what could occur according to Dr. Geert

Vanden Bossche, yes? * * * * * * * Let this sink in, booster shots are dangerously failing, cases are skyrocketing up in Israel, yet

now they want to shoot up all the kids? Of course, no mention of this failure is found in mainstream reporting!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose, Kennedy documents this phenomenon is his book. A little hard to see at Vrst but there are charts with little vaccine

icons showing throughout it all every time the Jab/s are delivered, the negatives sky rocket. The negatives of the Jab/s know no

boundaries as it is the same country after country.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Steve, and the exit strategy is? is? here? "Europe entering Covid pandemic 'ceaseVre', says WHO" -

www.bbc.com/.../world-europe-60245273
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I were taking bets, the Greater Unraveling may be picking up steam. Denmark and Sweden announced dropping all their

restrictions, and others (including Trump) are calling for the same in the US...check your "trusted network news" - Epoch Times

may be covering more.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Richjedi, GUI, Randy, Steve & Rose, Thank you for commenting and sharing thoughts and links; I read and watched each. These

people in power have no care or concern for us commoners. We are expendable items, numbers to be manipulated for proVt,

exerting power amongst themselves in war games, providing entertainment, sexual gratiVcation and little else. They treat us

like mindless children bc we act like abused children. We’ve each got Stockholm syndrome. Everyone knows we’re being

abused, but no one steps in to stop it.

We ourselves could end it yet we have become comfortable in knowing our place so we stay close to our abuser always hopeful

they’ll be in a good mood today so we’re allowed peace or a pat on the head instead of a backhand. If my words were false we

would have strung them up long ago then continue to do so in order to protect ourselves and our precious families. Yet look

around. We are complacent while they take it all to the point of our health; our health, our health.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kansas - The Pinnacle: "I stood where no man goes and conquered demon foes. With glory and passion no longer in fashion,

The hero breaks his blade. Cast this shadow long that I may hide my face. And in this cloak of darkness the world I will

embrace. In all that I endure, of one thing I am sure; Knowledge and reason change like the season. A jester's promenade. Life is

amusing, though we are losing, drowned in tears of awe"
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Israel the MOST vaccinated? That's the impression they want the rest of the world to have, since they are behind this. they get

saline or fake injections
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gaw, My son says the same. He doesn’t believe they are vaxx’d or suffering as they say they are. But … the appearance of such

allows another layer of suffering and victimization. My response is buy acreage and get your family and/or friends together and

build your own self sustaining community; it’s going to be the future for the healthy-

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 2:53:27 PM
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had a conversation with a friend today, I had not seen him in a few years. He would not take his mask off. He has totally

swallowed the cool-aid from CNN. I said I would rather not discuss the matter, he kept bringing it up, said he was not arguing

with me, he was curious as to how we had such opposing viewpoints. As with others like him, it was a circular conversation.

When I brought up the science, he said it differed from the science he read, so how does one know which is accurate. I said

based on common sense, where there are conoicts of interest, science will be compromised based on human greed and

weakness.

Also, I have years of study in health and biology, he does not, and is totally clueless on human physiology.  I mentioned Robert

Kennedy's book, he dismissed it, said it was one person's opinion. I said it is referenced to the hilt. Again, he said he didn't

believe it. All this to say, someone like that would not think anything of injecting a Vve year old, his own kids have been injected,

and he feels it is a good thing. I felt hopeless, frustrated, and angry that he continued to corner me and succeeded because one

cannot penetrate a closed mind, that was his Vnal weapon.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sio6474, I’m sure most of us here have had very similar convo’s, I sure have. A longtime vaxx’d friend in CA closes our

discussion with, “we have differing opinions “. I don’t say it but I’d like to say stfu it’s science vs pseudo psychological science to

keep you in confusion while the rest of us see clearly what is happening. However I don’t-  Of note she just had an MRI two days

ago to view a possible tumor on her pancreas. Yes, she is fully vaxx’d and undeniably unaware of the uncertain medical future

awaiting her. Yet, I’ve shared articles from here all the way back to Ivor Cummins posts in early 2020 when it all began. I don’t

bother much anymore but then I live alone and keep to myself…
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philzy413
Joined On 10/31/2021 10:23:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm ready to chew nails over it myself.Evil basturds.Can you get any eviler than that!!
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

would such rioting ever be shown on the

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 7:56:35 PM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

katndognco, the authorities involved in this very much act like an alcoholic parent, or an abusive spouse. They are never wrong,

unappreciated, & everything is your fault, or someone else's. Their cures usually involve more & escalating threats & abuse.
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Elananoble
Joined On 5/13/2013 7:12:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A German lab autopsied patients that died from c0vid and found the virus held genetic markers for HIV and SARS. We know this did

not develop in nature. Love Rand Paul and his father, Ron Paul. So honorable.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am pretty sure that the vaccines too contain a similar mix to the original virus: Swine ou, Avian ou, SARS, EBV, HIV with a little

bit of bat thrown in. And I am not being facetious.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HIV link intentional with new future medicines (to be called vaccines) already being developed by various big Pharma entities

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 5:32:42 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes! In the Vrst known covid-19 patient in S. Korea they did the genetic sequencing of the virus and found it contained about

75% Sars-cov-1, part HIV, and part parasite. So S. Korea put together an early treatment protocol based on this. If you had

symptoms or tested positive you were given Hydroxychloroquine/HCQ (anti-parasitic), Z-pak (antibiotic), Zinc (coronavirus

antiviral), and an HIV antiviral. HCQ is a Zinc ionophore (increases Zinc uptake into the cells) so it helps defeat the parasite part

of this virus and then it enables more zinc to be absorbed into the cells where zinc then destroys the virus.

Here's a quote that's straight out of a medical resources book: “Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) is an antimalarial/anti-inoammatory

drug that impairs endosomal transfer of virions within human cells. HCQ is also a zinc ionophore that conveys zinc

intracellularly to block the SARS-CoV-2 RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, which is the core enzyme of the virus replication." Per

the quote above, HCQ is anti-inoammatory. My wife is an Immunologist PhD and she does experiments on mice. Sometimes

things go wrong. In most cases, she can SAVE THE LIFE OF A MOUSE if she administers HCQ during an adverse reaction.

It is usually a cytokine storm event (where have we heard that before) that causes death. HCQ lessons the cytokine storm. Fauci

knows this! It is why every lab in the USA that does these kinds of experiments on animals has HCQ on hand! When Fauci and

the FDA announced HCQ was ineffective and DANGEROUS for treating covid-19 she went off! It was Fauci that told the world at

a press conference in 2005 that HCQ was a "miracle cure" for coronavirus infection. At the time that was Sars-cov-1. So this

man has lied to the world and cause millions to die. It is genocide.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you have a link? I would like to read the source of this information. The censorship of the internet ooods you with everything

except what you are looking for.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe XMRV too.
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jezzy48
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In late January or early February, 2020, the Chinese government placed an order with Dutch State Mines (DSM) for 50 tons of

vitamin C. Hospital trials started in Wuhan on February 12. Patients would be administered 24,000 milligrams of vitamin C each

day for 7 days. The next day, on February 13, Dr Richard Cheng, director of the Medical and ScientiVc Advisory Board to the

International Intravenous Vitamin C China Epidemic Medical Support Team, and U.S. board-certiVed specialist in anti-aging

medicine, announced a second intravenous vitamin C study, in which 6,000 to 12,000 milligrams per day would be given to

moderate and severe cases.

These announcements were made on the hospital's website, and these protocols were being published all over Asia. [4] The

next day, February 14, the clinical trial commenced at Zhongnan Hospital in Wuhan, China. In just two days, on February 16,

Shanghai announced an "oscial" recommendation to use high-dose intravenous treatment of vitamin C to treat COVID-19. [5]

The oscial recommendation called for doses ranging from 50-200 milligrams per kilogram of body weight per day, or up to as

much as 16,000 milligrams per day. On April 8, approximately 100 days since the unexplained pneumonia appeared in Wuhan,

the lockdown in China was being lifted. The potential beneVcial effects of high dose Vitamin C treatment is too important to

ignore in the UK.  www.bmj.com/.../rr-7   The article above was printed in the BMJ on April 30th 2020. NO lockdowns in China,

where it all started.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Yes, so I lost the link, but it has been suggested that this virus may have been developed either for Dr Fauci's pet project: an HIV

vaccine (regardless of the history of HIV coming from contaminated vaccines!!) or his other project for a universal ou

vaccine...chose your poison carefully?
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Debroize.LeonGmail.Com
Joined On 1/22/2022 5:07:37 AM
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All these pathetic individuals need to be held accountable, including Farrer and especially Fauci who has proven to be as much of a

pathological liar as Biden. People will be dying from the consequences of these damned vaccines for years to come. This doesn't even

take into account the number of untimely deaths and the loss of expertise in so many of the deceased individuals.
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What is being done is intentional, not an honest mistake. At the top lie god's chosen. . .
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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It was perfect timing. Fauci and China collaborated to get this virus released onto the world knowing it would be too much for the

Trump Administration to overcome. This would get a Democrat in osce and it would be just in time for the Olympics in China. They

knew Trump would endorse any bill/spending needed to get a vaccine developed and Fauci was the man pulling all the strings. I can

hear that conversation now: "Oh, Mr. President, don't worry, I just happen to have a vaccine that can be made in less than 2 months and

start clinical trials. I just need MONEY!........It's based off the Sars-cov-1 vaccine that never got FDA approval".

Trump fell for it hook, line, and sinker! So we get a mRNA jab rushed to the world under the disguise of a vaccine. At any time prior to

Nov-2020, these gene shots wouldn't have even Vt the deVnition of a vaccine. Why would Fauci, Collins and 11 other scientists join a

conference call convened by Sir Jeremy Farrar, director of the Welcome Trust, on Feb 1st, 2020 if in fact they weren't trying to cover up

something? They were getting their ducks in a row and preparing for the worst. First of all, if this virus came from nature, it should be

easy to prove.

There would have been nothing to hide. There would have been no need for an emergency conference. China would have done genetic

sequencing to determine exactly what virus this is (just like they do every day when they collect bat samples) and handed all that

scientiVc information to the WHO. From there the WHO would have intervened, and called an emergency conference. The lack of

coordination, lack of transparency, and the emails are enough to convict. We've sentenced innocent people to life in prison for murders

they never committed with less evidence than we have today.
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brodiebrock12
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What gets me is Trump is even more overly zealous about the experimental injections. How does that help him if he runs again?
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jamNjim
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Brodie, if he runs again, I don't think he will win. If he does win, I hope he is man enough to admit these jabs are a complete

failure. I don't think he will admit it. Narcissist never admit when they have failed. They just do like Fauci. They manipulate the

data and keep changing the goal post to make it look as if they are right. On the other hand, he may have a grudge on Fauci and

might listen to someone like Sen Johnson and Sen Paul. He can use Fauci, Birx, RedVeld, and Collins as an scapegoat. RedVeld

has already done an about face which may allow for more whistle blowers to testify in Sen Johnson's hearings. Where are the 2

FDA senior executives that resigned right after Biden mandated the vaccines and pushed the boosters? They need to come

forward and speak in these hearings.
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A couple of points about Trump and vaccines. I don't think anyone could have guessed how terrible these vaccines work. Or

don't work. This has been a time of so much dishonesty and confusion and obfuscation I do not blame Trump for what

happened early on in his advocacy for vaccines. I do not believe that he wanted all of the restrictions that the Democrats want

and his going along the vaccine was at least showing he was willing to do something, for those that needed something to be

done. All of this for me comes down to the Mandates, and whether he would have pushed for those. I do not believe he would

have pushed for all of the mandates and the restrictions as much as Biden and the Democrats! If in fact a big kill off is

happening I could care less as long as it is voluntary!
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JamNjim - read my comments somewhere above - news of the Great Unraveling is speeding up today...
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Real, I saw that. It repeats what I've been saying for 2 weeks in Japan. Yesterday is the Vrst day in 4 weeks Japan's numbers

have gone down. They have not entertained a 2nd booster (4th shot). When they did the boosters in Aug they saw an immediate

rise in their infectious rates so they did a study and determined that the mRNA jabs are causing ADE and have since then

abandoned the clot shots. They said ADE was taking place with Delta. They claimed that if it wasn't ADE that it will be ADE when

then next variant (Omicron) emerges. The point I try to make to everyone is that it is only vaccinated people getting sick from

these milder variants. The people I know that are unvaccinated are unaffected by Omicron. Only the jabbed are catching

Omicron and getting sick from it.

That's classic ADE! Every virologist around the world warned the NIH and the FDA of this back in Feb 2020. You don't need a

degree in virology to understand that we have never had a successful coronavirus vaccine. That's why they chose mRNA for a

vaccine. We already know through previous attempts at making coronavirus vaccines that you can't make one from an

attenuated or dead virus. All attempts have failed due to ADE. So all the "experts" were willing to stand behind Fauci and roll the

dice on these mRNA jabs. The thinking was that these wouldn't cause ADE. It looks like these not only cause ADE they destroy

your innate immune system which is FAR MORE important than antibodies!
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Brodiebrock12, I agree! President Trump needs to admit he was duped and start working to expose Fauci and all the other

criminals behind this! His Achilles heel is his ego, and I pray it doesn't bring him down. We need him now more than ever.
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Start by reading all books by Judy Mikovits. She was treated shamefully by Fraudci and so was her husband. Also read Eustace

Mullin's book, Murder By Injection and others, books by G Edward Grisn.
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Lx4all
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All the Grants were Bribes. A revolving money grab.
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stanleybecker
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thank you for the latest bulletin from the Ministry of Truth in the post Orwellian era
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. . .a FAKE money grab. Hold a 100 dollar bill in one hand, and a 20 dollar gold coin in the other. Which is real money? "There is

no subtler, no surer means of overturning the existing basis of society than to debauch the currency. The process engages all

the hidden forces of economic law on the side of destruction, and does it in a manner which not one man in a million is able to

diagnose." ― John Maynard Keynes, The Economic Consequences of the Peace
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ckadysch
Joined On 5/3/2021 10:17:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dude, there are two narratives existing at the same time. One, we all know they developed the spike injections over 30 years by

following the patents. two, a virus escaped from a lab? come on, the fascist have been planning this holocaust 2.0 for decades.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Genocidal sociopaths like Fauci are bought and paid communists. Not only does Fauci want to destroy humans. He tortured and

murdered beagles. Does this seem like a sane man to anyone? I'll spare the link because it still P's me off too much.
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Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM
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I saw the article then immediately deleted. They harm children & puppies. Why are they still breathing? That is the bigger

question? Why are we complacent to the degree that we as a society allow these people to rule over us? It’s voluntary. We could

end them and all of this harm in one day, yet we do not-
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bought and paid for BY communists. the same commies that conjure up the fake money, and commute between beverly hills

and new york city
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Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes MercolaFan, Fauci's animal torture is horriVc. How come MSM, Governments, health "experts", enforcing these jabs, have

conveniently overlooked Fauci's past. RFK jnr's book should be sent to all Heads of State, ministers, journalists. I wonder if the

book has been banned in Australia as I've been unable to source it.
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clindesbcglobal
Joined On 7/2/2008 12:46:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fire Fauci and Vre Biden and impeach Biden and Kamala and let us have a new special election without the Deocraps fraud.
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How about going to no Democraps or Rinos at all, only Patriots. If we Vnd they lied about it, kick them out of politics

immediately and forever. This would take honest government and SCOTUS. It's a shame that we can't get rid of the Globalists.
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sjupe59, right? Many of those who identify as Right, GOP, once captured by the Predator$ either or, take the choice between

what Predator$ approve of realized the RINO's cannot be elected without their votes. That if you promise them your support

before the elections, they will promptly ignore you. Those who are still captured by the DINOs have yet to learn this lesson. What

is left to be realized is it's the Predator$ messaging saying we are divided, to push for Civil Strife, so they can come in and once

again rescue us.

As those once captured by the DINOs are starting to break free, it will take efforts outside the Predator$ approved structures &

realize disease, whether natural or not, is everyone's concern. The Power Structures major freak out with Joe Rogan, is the

same freak out they have with social media, when people step out of their comfort bubbles and cross talk to examine Life - WE

FIND WE CAN SOLVE MANY OF OUR OWN PROBLEMS, PREDATOR$ NEED NOT APPLY! If we learn we can be independent

thinkers, to champion those things within our experiences in new structures does not detract from the needs we all share with

others who have other or different priorities, to form solutions from our real Social Center without the heavy hand of Predator$

sucking the life out of everything for themselves.

RINOs? DINOs? All bow down to kiss 'the Predator$ Ring.' It's all Penn & Teller look at this, so you don't see or do anything about

that. Perpetually stuck in the Predator$ Phony Center with only thing changing is changing for the worst.
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what is the deVnition of "conscience" - " a person's moral sense of right and wrong, viewed as acting as a guide to one's behaviour. "he

had a guilty conscience about his desires" - but crooks and thieves have expunged this form of balanced consideration in their

relationship to social equilibrium - "conscience" in a predatory context is dismissed as " bad for bvusiness" - a predator has no

conscience because a predator plays only by the rules that serve personal appetities - to expect crooks like Fauci to have a MORAL

IMPULSE is naive - these reptilians only know that looting and the constant undermining of social order sows confusion as a public

spectacle and then opens the door for endless acxtivities all devoid of any moral impulse -

this is further emphasized by the " public trust" and historical understanding that the medical sphere has certain obligations that were

always previously classiVed as ALTRUISTIC -Modern Managed Medicine {managed by accountants} has eviscerated this traditional

healing protocol and replaced it with proVt seeking models that have eradicated ALTRUISM in the medical context - this is Rocvkefeller

manipulation and hijaking of the business of health - where is this taking humanity ?? - deep into the rabbit's hole of disease chaos and

ultimately a casualty of evolution - this is how species die out - through making wrong decisions - the jettisoning of the primacy of the

moral imperative as Kant stated - if there is no moral imperative then "dog eats dog" - nothing is taboo - EAT OR BE EATEN -
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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ERP!!!!!! eat fauci?? not!!!!!!!!! Why waste your time watching TV and watch and listen to this living bag of babbling sh!t???

 Easy...click...turn the TV Off......pull the plug.....and throw it out... Go for a walk...go ride a bike..... sit in a park and feed the

ducks..... TV is for mindless idiots.........TV is the best Human Adult/Baby sitter....Vll ya with USELESS Information....THE best

Propaganda tool..... Billions of people spend TRILLIONS of hours being BrainWashed  .....why? yes Rooolll up dem

sleeves..pump poison into your families...learn how to Gaslight your world....
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Yes, Stan, the globalist elite have no conscience. Andy Robinson spent many winters in the luxurious ski resort of Davos. For

years this Briton walked the carpets of the International Economic Forum with the clear intention of conVrming what many

already intuit, namely; that Davos is nothing more than the Facebook of that world 1% that takes it raw, an agora in which

cynicism dresses up as philanthropy. With obstinacy, a dose of impudence and careful techniques, Robinson was collecting

data and the result of this is that the conclusion that, in effect, the quintessential appointment of the Vnancial cream is a rigged

debate in which paid academics lecture the staff about the virtues of the capitalist system while the world elite “rattles its

jewels”.

He describes in his essay a true bacchanal on the part of the elite, of that 1% that enriches itself at the expense of the citizen,

supporting measures that increase the polarization of income. They always win, they seem untouchable. In that world of the

untouchables, there is the Pharmaceutical MaVa supported by the media, there are scientists and universities of the Rockefeller

current that support the dominant paradigms of allopathic medicine that are built by elites based on a domain that only seeks

their beneVt.

It is the historical tradition of the billionaire families running Davos and the new world order, through the control of the world

Vnancial systems, the absorption of all monopolies and companies. The tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic"

and developing the draconian measures, which have constituted the ideal scenario to give the Vnal blow to the world economy.

As illnesses and deaths continue to rise and life expectancy is compromised in the future as these undesirables continue to line

their pockets. It is the commitment to genocide and the tyranny of the Great Reset.
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robb - it's called the GASLIGHT cha cha cha - keep on dancing

hi Gui - yes, the Davos Crowd of pigs at the swill continue to oood the Augean Stable with the end product of their manure which

shows no capascity to fertilize anything except the rapacious appetities of its members - these organizations have attracted the

lowest form of life as its constituents - as long as their ass sits in the butter - but economic chaos and confusion might

disequilibriate their "I'm alright Jack status" - the storm clouds are rising - the truckers are a spanner in the works - as Burn's put

it "the best laid plans of mice and men often go agie" - the mighty fall harder because they have longer to fall
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Stan, Fauci is a moral midget.
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steve - yesterday and today's post focus on the AMORALITY of cronies Snake and Falsie - my point is clear - these aberrants

have NO morality - not even a smidgeon of morality - they MURDER men / wommen / and children witout compunction - they

believe that MURDER is moral - this is a parody of etthics and moral behavior - they are T Rex in human form - killing machines

that are programmed for MURDER - no, "midget morality" is not an acceptable term - like the propaganda that Hitler was cool

because he loved his Alsatian {dog}
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In the Disunited Kingdomistan, mrrobb, we pay for our own propaganda by law: we are not allowed to watch any msm channel

without paying an annual £157 licence fee which supposedly covers the non commercial BBC and without a licence you are not

allowed to watch any commercial channel either or even on line recorded programmes on penalty of a fat £200 Vne.  For two

years now, I have been droning on about switching off the propaganda box aka TV mind control device or as you correctly

describe it “bag of babbling (s)chit” which in the UK is that arm of government known as the BBC.

When you think almost every one of the 30 million households have a TV that’s quite a stash going to subsidise Government

propaganda. If you need a babysitter just Vnd some old Abba albums on u-tube - they are guaranteed to contain more wisdom

than any msm “news” broadcast. Better still try avalonuk.com for Spitting Image. Trump fan or not, Bojo fan or not, you will Vnd

these sketches spot on and be sure to tell the Licensing Authority where to stick their licence fee renewal reminder.
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Guess that’s why restaurants like this exist https://www.cannibalclub.org/
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so long as he's not evil
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hi --- Cabochon - "spitting image" satire - there seems to be two types of vision - a vision that acquiescing to a standard that

fully accepts the suggestiveness of the narrative at face value - and those alert personas that still can " smell a rat " when the

stench has permeated the location that you are presently occupying - - they will use food next - if they are not restrained and

eliminated, nothing will have been achieved - but "spitting image" will get you more than this harsh reality - cheers

hi there  kana - I see your Cannibal Club - uses a Henry Miller quote - I lived three doors down from Miller in Big Sur - I never

intruded on him with a visit but was conscious during my time there that Miller was my neighbor - I liked the thought
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www.lewrockwell.com/2022/02/vasko-kohlmayer/justin-trudeau-is-a-bungle..  Justin Trudeau is a Bungler and Menace to His Nation

By Vasko Kohlmayer February 3, 2022
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The only decent leaders were the three that died (were murdered) telling the truth about the shot.
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Yes, very true, Retsbew. The truckers are giving a lesson in the Vght against tyranny. Ann Vandersteel praises Freedom Convoy,

criticizes Trudeau for dismissing signiVcance of protest. Vandersteel: Trudeau is one pathetic individual

www.brighteon.com/57ac82c4-9c06-4d0d-b190-f2878e847845  (01/28/2022)  “That is great. There's actually hope for

humanity when I see kids out there like that standing up there in support of the truckers who do not want to have the poisonous

jab forced on them so they can do their business and bring home food for their family and get a paycheck ,” said Vandersteel

during the January 28 episode of “Steel Truth” on Brighteon.TV.

In another video, a trucker explained how he went to bed at midnight and woke up in the morning with a truckful of food. There

were more than 50 boxes of food with multiple packages inside with notes thanking the truckers for standing up for the

freedom of Canadians. “It’s just awesome to be part of the fringe minority,” the man said, referring to a comment Trudeau made

last week where he called the protestors a fringe minority with unacceptable views. Travis Smith, an associate professor of

political science at Concordia University in Montreal attended the protest and later wrote: “Despite temperatures around -20C, I

saw and met many women and men, from across the political spectrum, from disparate socioeconomic backgrounds, French-

and English-speaking alike, young and old, vaccinated and unvaccinated, gathered to donate their time and the fruits of their

culinary talents, such as hot bowls of chili and fresh baked goods, plus sandwiches, snacks, and beverages for the road.

www.globalresearch.ca/freedom-convoy-vows-stay-ottawa-until-covid-vacc..  (02/02/2022)
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Retsbew - This Freedom Convoy Conference press conference was embedded in one of Gui's links:

www.globalresearch.ca/freedom-convoy-vows-stay-ottawa-until-covid-vacc..  - from Sunday, Jan 30.
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As much as I admire and respect the truckers for standing up for humanity; be aware that the lamestream media is Vghting

back with all the psychological tools that they have in their arsenal - and those are substantial. They've been at this "game" for

decades! They are now talking about bringing in the military; because (the truckers are disrupting the lives of the citizens)...and

what have the insane "measures" been doing for the past two years; making our lives better?
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Excellent expose`.
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If Congress doesn't take the necessary actions on all those who brought this death and carnage to the world, then what?
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Interesting as Doc has been way out and in front of mitochondrial issues. Perhaps a big spotlight as to why Americans are impacted

more than other parts of the world. Obesity, diabetes, cancers, autoimmune problems, & other mitochondrial possibilities.

www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/study-Vnds-between-long-haul-190947119.html   And from don't ever believe you have seen & heard it

all...help for those hurt by free speech, no wonder college cost so much. https://youtu.be/Uf8GrokpBP8
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Thanks Just, this article explains prolonged COVID and mitochondrial dysregulation very well with research links. Some relevant

aspects: SARS-CoV-2 hijacks mitochondria and uses them for protection and viral replication, diverting resources from

supporting normal cellular function to now serve as a viral factory. Mitochondria play a central role in the host response to viral

infection and immunity by activating the interferon system. SARS-CoV-2 has the ability to deactivate the initial immune

response by inhibiting the production of interferons. Viral inouence on mitochondrial activities leads to suboptimal energy

production. SARS-CoV-2 uses its spike glycoprotein, assisted by the host's transmembrane serine protease 2, to gain access to

cells via the angiotensin-converting enzyme-2 (ACE2) receptor on the host cell.

Binding of this receptor by the virus decreases the production of ACE2, which has a regulatory effect on mitochondrial function.

Less ACE2 results in less ATP production. The aging process results in fewer mitochondria and decreased ATP production with

a decrease in mitochondria autophagy, which contributes to chronic inoammation. Senescence occurs when cells lose the

power to divide and grow, with increased systemic inoammation as one ages. The overall effect reduces mitochondrial capacity

by about 50%, leading to fatigue and muscle weakness.

As discussed in the article and related to Dr. Mercola's reports, additional support for mitochondrial function includes

acetyl-L-carnitine, pyrroloquinoline quinone, vitamin C, choline, NADH, α-lipoic acid, α-ketoglutaric acid, resveratrol ,

N-acetylcysteine, magnesium and a quality multivitamin and mineral complex.

www.zrtlab.com/blog/archive/long-covid-and-mitochondrial-dysregulation..  Long-term disturbance of the peripheral immune

system months after SARS-CoV-2 infection link.springer.com/.../s12916-021-02228-6  (2022)
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Everyone involved in the cover-up of the Covid virus being leaked from China's Wuhan Institute of Virology and the funding of

gain-of-function research should be brought to justice for that and the genocide of millions of people world wide. Even the arrogant Dr.

Fauci need to be prosecuted if found guilty of a cover-up and promoting a deadly vaccine that is just as bad or worst than Covid-19.
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And possibly the BBC or whoever is threatening them:  https://youtu.be/bza1gAc8sOA
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Smoking gun DARPA documents prove Fauci lied under oath, funded the development of a deadly bioweapon and helped unleash it on

the world, killing millions" www.naturalnews.com/2022-01-12-darpa-documents-prove-fauci-lied-under-..
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Next phase begins with DARPA, NIH, Fauci and big Pharma. Cancer initiative announced yday by the puppet administration. The

rising cancers, neurodegenerative, immunological etc issues rising over the next decade from injections need to be treated by

patented highly expensive mRNA medicines you know. Moderna is a cancer based corporation you know. Coincidence? See

Stephanie Seneff's of MIT articles on these real potential illnesses rising!
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Even NEWSWEEK got this right way back in APRIL 2020 now.

www.newsweek.com/dr-fauci-backed-controversial-wuhan-lab-millions-us-d..
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It's all an act, theatre, to distract us from the facts, of bad stuff we should really be looking at and dismantling/replacing. 1. It is a lie

that viruses are contagious or harmful. Cells do release exosome to dispose of waste, and some maybe even be cleaning agents to

clean up stuff so toxic that it kills scavenging oora and "immune system" support cells. 2. It is a lie that bacteria are harmful. They only

concentrate where the scavenging is good e.g. for some, where dead or dying cells are, which can include food which was not

preserved well enough. 3. Vaccines were always toxic, possibly intentionally, for control, to create lucrative medical system and

pharma repeat customers, and now to violate/kill us!

4. Antibiotics and other biocides are useless and toxic, because they can cause gut and endocrine disruption, and killed bacteria can't

clean up our dead or dying cells, so two ways they make the situation worse. 5. The medical systems and pharma are clearly corrupt

as hell, with routine abusive protocols, so are in dire need of replacement by genuine illness prevention and caring structures, provided

by honest people educated enough on what actually helps. 6. Psychopaths, in many positions of power, are addicted to power and are

clearly out of control, thus increasing Sadistic neo-feudalism; they put most of this in process and maintain it.
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I think I'll just keep wearing my label of "conspiracy theorist" proudly. I and many others said this damn near two years ago.
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You’re not a conspiracy theorist, you’re a truth teller
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I proudly refer to myself as a Conspiracy Analyst.
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I think we are all just aware of criminal cartels...not 'conspiracy theories'. Or call it Organized Crime: Pharma, Media, Medical,

Military....yep. Peter Gotzsche has a great book on the medical cartel, too. "Deadly medicines and organized crime". We are sure

seeing that now! As Carlin would say, "It's a big club and we ain't in it." Thank G-d.
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"...Trump might use evidence of a lab leak to start a war against China..." Yeah, everyone on the planet knows Trump is all about

leverage...starting a war is not using leverage. As crap as that excuse is, they will stick to it because they have invested alot of time

and money portraying him as some wild-eyed loose cannon and they need to capitalize (intended use of the word) on that investment.

"It appears the scientiVc establishment will cover for China, no matter what the cost....". "There are liability issues..." - Anthony Fauci,

soon to be arch-criminal. Liability issues that moight and should cost you your head. Nuremberg v2.0, now.
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Unfortunately, our elected leaders past and present have sold out America to red China. Start practicing your Chinese.
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It is much larger than that. The great reset is underway on a huge scale. Next comes devices planted under our skin with every

detail of our lives on i; banking, medical, shopping, travel. If we don't comply we are cut off, perhaps event he ability to kill the

dissenters. This is a war for our bodies.
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In the 5hr long hearing Senator Johnson had, the DOD rep, that was there, reported a 1,000% increase in neurological disorders, 300%

increase in miscarriages, and a 300% increase in cancers. That was based on a 5 year running average. In other words, in 2021 we saw

a 1,000% increase in brain damage (I'm calling it what it is), over the previous 5 year average. How can any public health service, like

the DHHS, ignore those kinds of numbers? I used to question my stance on the medical system from time to time (just walk away from

the medical system), but I grossly understated my position! You shouldn't walk away from the medical system, you should RUN AWAY

from the medical system! You can understand why the DOD might come and speak out against these jabs.

For one, their people are mostly young adults under the age of 30 with no underlying health problems. They have nothing to gain and

everything to lose by getting one of these mRNA jabs. With a 1,000% increase in brain damage these soldiers won't be able to perform

on the battleVeld. Furthermore, I don't think China is using mRNA vaccines. I think their vaccines are the traditional attenuated virus

vaccines. While China's vaccines may or may not work, at least they don't cause brain damage. At worse, their jabs will succumb to

ADE like every single traditional coronavirus vaccine has. It's as if we are being set up to FAIL! I hope everyone is learning to speak

Chinese, because the insanity is only getting worse. They're encouraging everyone to get a a 4th jab and then a 5th jab as soon as the

Omicron speciVc jab is made!
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I don't doubt for a moment these side effects rising in humanity were not expected by the pharma industrial complex. The

assured pipeline of $$$ treating all these huge increases of "patient" illnesses is a business plan. A health society is not good

business for Pharma and who represents Pharma the most? We all know who he IS.
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An article that has many points of interest. THE TRUTH ABOUT THE DAILY MAIL ARTICLE REGARDING JOE ROGAN PODCASTS

WITH DR. MALONE AND DR. MCCULLOUGH. ROBERT W MALONE MD.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/the-truth-about-the-daily-mail-article  (02/02(2022).. DR. MALONE SHARES THE TERRIFYING

'RISK' DEMS ARE TAKING WITH THEIR 'UNIVERSAL VACCINATION STRATEGY' . “they told the pharmaceutical industry that they

desired that the pharmaceutical industry would investigate the risks of antibody-dependent enhancement or vaccine-enhanced

disease.” “If we continue to pursue this universal vaccination strategy in the face of the pandemic, particularly with omicron now

— a much more highly infectious, highly replication-competent virus — what we risk is driving the virus through basic evolution

to a state where it may be more pathogenic and more able to elude immune response,” Malone said.

www.westernjournal.com/dr-malone-shares-terrifying-risk-dems-taking-un..  (01/27/2022)
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Don't worry JamN, all the people that refused to get the gene therapies will get drafted. You'll be given 3 days rations and sent to

China to Vght. Sorry, no weapons. Biden left all of our weapons in Afghanistan.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Arlen, I know you're joking, but don't laugh too hard. Uncle Sam wants YOU!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 9:33:48 AM
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodiebrock12 - BUT they did know - this document from PVzer proves it 5.3.6 CUMULATIVE ANALYSIS OF

POST-AUTHORIZATION ADVERSE EVENT REPORTS OF PF-07302048 (BNT162B2) RECEIVED THROUGH 28-FEB-2021

phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 9:46:45 AM
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drdavidmiller2020
Joined On 2/3/2022 5:15:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to Dr David Martin, the virus research was done primarily at Chapel Hill North Carolina. Blaming the Chinese is a cover story

imho, and THAT could start a war. At very least there is collusion!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 5:17:34 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The GOF research has being going on for decades. It wasn't always used for bioterrorism. The problem is when you get

someone like Fauci (evil) in charge of the money. No one with credentials is going to speak out against the NIH and Fauci

because they would be cut off from funding. My wife receives NIH grants. She is indirectly involved with this. She's an

Immunologist PhD. She doesn't deal with GOF research or infectious diseases. She deals with autoimmune diseases and there

are technologies that they have in common. The Veld of infectious diseases and autoimmune diseases have viruses in

common. She uses viruses as vectors for the mRNA that's used to turn off genes responsible for autoimmune disorders like

asthma, lupus, or RA. Unfortunately, she can't get a grant now.

Only scientist working directly with viruses, vaccines, and antivirals are getting grants. That's all because of Fauci. So you are

either on his side and doing the research he wants or you are out of a job. If my wife doesn't get a grant real soon she will be out

of work. Her research is very important. I'm sure their are MILLIONS of people suffering from autoimmune disorders that would

rather have their disease cured than have an mRNA covid-jab/vaccine. The sad part is that these jabs have the potential to

CAUSE AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES! So you would think that Fauci would be pouring money into Autoimmune Disease research

right now knowing that it will be going up due to these vaccines. He's pure evil!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 8:45:58 AM
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sure seems that pretty much everything these arses emit from their oriVces are what one should expect from such a bunch of useless

eaters. No proof of anything other than mass poisonings by people with access.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 4:59:03 AM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canada's Prime minister being very clear and direct to the 38 million Canadians >>> youtu.be/LGhHhyVUhFU&ab_channel=CTVNews  |

youtu.be/8bGVNPw9R8o&ab_channel=CTVNews
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Best video ever! Thanks mrrob

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 10:33:34 AM
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All Canadians please sign for the freedom of your children and our country

www.change.org/p/canadian-house-of-commons-at-least-1-million-signatur..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 1:41:16 PM
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrobb   thoroughly enjoyed that. Only wish that they all had been drinkin'.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 7:58:44 PM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

actually.......Justine real father was Mr Ruz , also know as Fidel Alejandro Castro Ruz...or just Castro.......and Castro was brought

up .......now growing up Castro was born out of wedlock at his father's farm on 13 August 1926.At age six, Castro was sent to

live with his teacher in Santiago de Cuba,[7] before being baptized into the Roman Catholic Church at the age of eight.[8] Being

baptized enabled Castro to attend the La Salle boarding school in Santiago, where he regularly misbehaved; he was next sent to

the privately funded, Jesuit-run Dolores School in Santiago. (  en.wikipedia.org/.../Fidel_Castro  ) In 1945, Castro transferred to

the Jesuit-run El Colegio de Belén in Havana..........taught by Jesuit run schools.Hummm....maybe like Father so is Son....Justin

(Ruz) Trudour ...a Jesuit? kinda trys to run Canada as a Dictator?  .. a dictator under the Queen? Hummmmm.......and the "Plot

Thickens"......Hummmm.....

MY-O-My...What a Wicked Web we Weave.....when we Practice to Deceive"........just like Fox and CBC and CBS ,, &

NBC&ABC&BBC and on and on......Big Lie.....on and on and on....spewing out Big Lie after Big Lie ........ Sars-cov >> LIE  Covid19

another BIG LIE ...omicron and the rest the absured 'variants' all just another BIG LIE !!!!!!!!!......and Billions Fell for it!!!! Rolled up

sleeves and help pump the entire family full of Graphene Oxide and anti-freeze and who know what others poisonous

concoctions ....PUMPED in to kids and babies and supposed to be 'smart Educated people" ....mostly cuz the TV told them

to........or some TWISTER Dr or medical "Big Lie' told them too.............hahahah...billions of Vckle idiots

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 8:47:12 PM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

From DOD changing their shot injury data numbers and a lot more on corruption in govt, civil servants and unelected, unaccountable

govt. bureaucrats ending on the topic of costs of Freedom against tyranny - Sarah Westall & Tom Renz: "More Incredible DoD

Whistleblower Data and Bombshell Fraud Info February 1" - www.bitchute.com/.../xDP26HSLHowc  - An hour long.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 12:56:51 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Rose, lying is part of the psychopathic strategy of the Davos mandates. It is the historical tradition of billionaire families

running Davos and the new world order, through control of the global Vnancial systems, absorption of all monopolies and

corporations, and ultimately all private property. The tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic" and developing the

draconian measures, which have constituted the ideal scenario to give the Vnal blow to the world economy. We must state the

obvious: genocide is deliberate; it is premeditated.

There is no genocide without premeditation. RJ Rummel, researcher and political scientist deVned the term "democide" as "the

murder of any person or people by the government of him, including genocide, politicide and mass murder." The results of the

"vaccine" against Covid constitute a democide- DANGEROUS AND DEADLY: OVER 1000 SCIENTIFIC STUDIES REFERENCING

INJURIES AND DEATHS FROM COVID VACCINES www.globalresearch.ca/over-1000-scientiVc-studies-referencing-injurie..

 (01/22/2022) COVID VACCINE SCIENTIFIC PROOF LETHAL: 1011 STUDIES.

www.saveusnow.org.uk/covid-vaccine-scientiVc-proof-lethal  (01/05/2022)
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Real, can't wait to get home and hear this!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 9:53:03 AM
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rose    an hour spent here with no regrets, thank you !  I'm donating to Renz. Just in case you haven't heard this one yet with CAF.

Along the way she talks some about her family ties to the Rockefellers.  www.bitchute.com/.../MXPaphuDY8fF
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Gardenbear
Joined On 5/17/2012 7:19:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is not a medical situation it is a Vnancial one. The one and the only reason this is all happening is greed. There are people in this

world that will stop at literally nothing to get more of something they already have more than enough of. If the moguls behind this epic

disaster get a penny or even 1/10th of a penny for each vaccine, they will get an insane amount of money. That is all we are to them,

fodder. It is so wrong to fail to consider the art and science we are losing with each pandemic-caused death. If fauxci and gates (of

hell) think the vaccines are so wonderful they should vaccinate the heck out of each other and leave the rest of us be.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/4/2022 3:29:55 AM
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johnnymars
Joined On 8/29/2015 11:09:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DIVIDE AND CONQUER. THE DEMS USED COVID AGAINST TRUMP; NOT THE REPUBS ARE RETURNING THE FAVOR. HOW SOON WILL

THE COUNTRY DIVIDE BY CIVIL WAR? THEN THE UN WALTZES TO UNITE THE WORLD! WELCOME TO THE GREAT RESET, AKA

FEUDALISM 2.0.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 11:28:01 PM
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Glory_To_God
Joined On 2/3/2022 1:08:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When is justice going to be served? How has this evidence not brought Fauci to trial and conviction and forever jail time or beheading?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/3/2022 9:42:24 PM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hummmmm....wasted 11.38 watching this 'yellow journalistic trash '....all to undermine the Chinese to look like the 'Bad

Guy'.......anything to make an executed go to war with China... ...FOX news....just another pack of liars and spewing fear and scare

tactics....CLICK Off......yawn.. See No one is gonna check the 5G radiation poisoning fact....because its worth $$ trillions$$.and is the

Final Culling Tool..they have to keep that fact quiet.....but mark my words...It will affect you and your loved ones..and already is.., but

most can't understand or even want to learn about the EMF/Radio Radiation ...."'Oh... its a stupid constrictive Conspiracy Thing".......so

shut up OldMan!!!!!!! """....LOL.... But....5G is gonna get YOU !!!!!!!! I really don't care...life will go on for me...up High on

MyMountain...Kicking Back with Santana....>> youtu.be/j5AUm_xaE9A&ab_channel=MarcosLuera  

Interesting  ..  www.china.org.cn/.../content_77884001.htm   Humm >>

 5g-emf.com/wuhan-was-the-province-where-5g-was-rolled-out-now-the-cent..   I know this OldMan.on MyMountain is so stupid eh?  

apps.fcc.gov/.../GetAtt.html  | www.who.int/peh-emf/meetings/archive/en/paper03nageswari.pdf?ua=1  |

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC4440565    in your search "{""Microwave Biological Effects"" << search words....>>   5G & the Pineal

Gland  5g-emf.com/5g-the-pineal-gland-aluminium-glyphosate-ouoride-wi-V/
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid is just another scare tatic used to instill MORE FEAR and Panic into you.  

5g-emf.com/does-the-2019-coronavirus-exist-version-6-march12-2020-by-d..    

5g-emf.com/does-the-2019-coronavirus-exist-version-6-march12-2020-by-d..     Yeah.......Tell them a BIG LIE!!!!!!!! and Keep

advertising and push the BIG LIE.over end over and over 24/7 for years and it will be a 'Fact"  just Ask Hitler and Goebbels how

well it works.....   www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/joseph-goebbels-on-the-quot-big-lie-quot

 www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/excerpts-from-mein-kampf  newamericangovernment.org/dr-goebbels-and-the-big-lie-legend-2/

 Of Course Fidel Castro is Justin Trudeau’s Dad. Nobody Has ‘Debunked’ Anything

medium.com/@leibowitt/of-course-Vdel-castro-is-justin-trudeaus-dad-no..
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is some "REAL" ramiVcations right here..... www.zerohedge.com/news/2022-02-02/suicide-how-some-life-insurance-comp..

 "UNAVOIDABLY UNSAFE" was the call at Home Plate Decades ago!!!!
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llindaev
Joined On 2/3/2022 5:06:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to see more autopsies. How else can we understand how the jabs have affected people's health. And if people die, what is

proof that the jabs have been the cause. I have seen some lab specimens of blood under a microscope that have wiggly spirals that is

abnormal. I'm not in the medical community, but it sure would make sense to seek more proof about how the inoculations have

affected peoples bodies, whether they have passed away or not.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I heard an immunologist on ABC radio Australia today, when asked by a journalist about the high number of Covid deaths among

elderly in nursing homes, despite all being fully vaxxed. Her response was "yes it is just discult to put it all together..."

 Seriously? No mention of the possibility or probability that the jab is killer. It's just so outrageous, all the deaths in this country

are reported as Covid or "covid related".
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Covid scam is a small crime compared to the massive criminal con of our masters. Look at the TV. Crime shows, garbage news

with man made criminal wars for proVt. The average person is poisoned mentally, physically, emotionally, morally, religiously and they

actually like it. Most “humans” are a disgrace.
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marvsannes
Joined On 12/25/2020 4:35:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "Pattern" is unmistakable. Ain't the crime that gets you, it's the cover-up. *** Nixon taught us!
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM
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The term "Con man" originated from "ConVdence game" fraud in the 1800s, Mr. Fauci. "attempt to defraud a person or group after Vrst

gaining their trust. ... exploit victims using their credulity, naïveté, compassion, vanity, conVdence, irresponsibility, and greed." That's

what we have here but with fear added. The part most everyone's missing is they regard themselves as good and there's no telling

them otherwise if it's all about raising nation's living standards by Vrst reducing fertility with Spayvac's immunocontraceptives like PZP

or Gonacon in the jab, since otherwise we would splat against earth's carrying capacity, as they call it, that brick wall in farmland and

mining limitations with the increased consumption.

PZP double shot couple weeks apart require boosters lasting a number of months with cardiac issues especially in males and

numerous female issues like reports among the million+ reported thru 2021 in this vax. Some search terms to use: GnRH,

gonadotropic, anaphrodisiac, cardiac.  You willingly surrender yourself under the foot of what you call evil when you refuse to do some

research on your own, just waiting for your heroes to do the work for you.
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Penelzpix
Joined On 9/13/2021 12:04:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is from a Toby Rogers' memo 2-02-22 that certainly indicates the Biden Administration is controlled by Big Pharma. No wonder

the censorship & mandates!!!  Biden’s Inner Circle Maintains Close Ties to Vaccine Makers, Disclosures Reveal Anita Dunn, the leading

strategist on Biden’s presidential campaign who now serves as White House adviser, is on leave from her job as managing partner at

the consulting Vrm she co-founded, SKDK, which provides extensive public relations and advertising services to PVzer. Dunn intends

to return to the SKDK this summer. [She did.] SKDK, which did not respond to a request for comment, has continued to promote PVzer’s

vaccines on social media.

Susan Rice, the domestic policy adviser, holds up to $5 million in shares of Johnson & Johnson and up to $50,000 in shares of PVzer,

according to a disclosure made public this week. Eric Lander, the White House science adviser, holds up to $1 million in shares of

BioNTech, PVzer’s partner for its coronavirus vaccine. Secretary of State Anthony Blinken previously consulted for Gilead Science, the

biotech company that produced remdesivir, the only Covid-19 treatment approved by the FDA so far. Chiquita Brooks-LaSure, Biden’s

pick for Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, previously served as an attorney advising both PVzer and Gilead on federal policy

issues.
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Sagcrew
Joined On 5/6/2021 8:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If a product like a virus is created at the behest and payment of the USA, it is no more a 'CCP' virus that are a shoes make for Nike or

iphone made for Apple. Let's stop covering for the USA dark state and call it like it is. Covid is an American product. It was Made in

China.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Break the spell! SPREAD THIS VIDEO LIKE COVID THE HARSH REALITY OF THE QR www.bitchute.com/.../6gxVrezgHLKN  We need to

keep the oame alive FREEDOM for ALL
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My area has its own local blog. I tried to post the Truth and my typing was blocked "please insert a link to a reliable source such as

CDC." The locals are immersed in Kool-Aid. I hit Mercola, link posted anyway. Here is a link to my local blog:

nextdoor.com/p/-pZfctg8nbFg?post=216076473&utm_source=email&is..   I hid the link to this site under a TINY. . .you. . .are. . .ell
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gaw97...I suggest posting your blog elsewhere...NEXT DOOR requires a REAL NAME to peruse content posted. No Thanks. ND

was founded by 3 male software geeks in BRAZIL. My condo board naively gave these Brazilian SPIES and DATA-COLLECTORS

my real name and alias email address. I protested, they said "we'll delete your data" . DO NOT BELIEVE THEM. Soc media

start-ups are all about collecting data on you, FOREVER. Just like Zuckerberg at FB...
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HERSHEY Vres unvaccinated employees, asked them to sign a nine page nondisclosure agreement for extra separation pay:

www.westernjournal.com/report-american-company-Vres-unvaxxed-employee..
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM
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Amazing the Hershey doesn't know that omicron is not deadly
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Gyoztes
Joined On 9/8/2008 9:54:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You would have thought that by now people woke up to the fact that the whole thing is a lie. I mean the virus is never been isolated,,

what's in the vaccine and how do they test. Is it that easy to deceive the public through the media who's been lying longer than you and

I've been alive. Seriously I think it's incredibly disappointing how people fall for a lie over and over again and defending a tyrannical

ruling class who doesn't give a damn about you and rather see you dead than alive.
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AlbionMoonlight
Joined On 2/3/2022 11:22:05 AM
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The absence of evidence of virus isolation is quite well established.

www.ouoridefreepeel.ca/68-health-science-institutions-globally-all-fa..   Moreover, truth claims to the contrary in regards to isolation

provide no images of an isolated virus. 1. Why can't virologists extract puriVed virus particles from the infected patient sample without

Vrst: a) introducting the unpuriVed patient sample to a cell culture;  b) starving the cell culture of nutrients;  c) poisoning the cell

culture with antibiotic/antifungal drugs;  d) waiting for the cell culture to die (cythopathy), and then claiming the cell death was caused

by the virus and not the steps a-c?  

2. Why can't virologists perform a control test of the above "standard" isolation methodology to demonstrate once and for all that the

very process they are using itself does not result in the cytopathic effects observed rather than the introduction of "virus" from a

patient sample? Please note that Dr. Stefan Lanka has performed and repeated this control experiment and found that the process

itself causes cytopathic effects, irregardless of the presence or absence of "virus".
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Joined On 10/5/2021 7:44:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was Peter Daszak Working For The Central Intelligence Agency? An EcoHealth Alliance whistleblower steps forward.

KanekoaTheGreat Jan 18 kanekoa.substack.com/.../was-peter-daszak-working-for-the
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Add as Friend  Send Message

And this bioweapon attack is not over. EcoHealth Alliances has been continuingly funded by Fauci's NIAID as late as 2021 Sept. and

now they are working on some other worse virus. And the only difference is that this time, China will NOT be the scapegoat, they are

doing this in some other countries!  watch the following video.  "THE VIRUS IS IN THE VACCINE" - KAREN KINGSTON REPORTS

www.bitchute.com/.../4rSJsA19ZKDi
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picture111
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The bottom line is this: Genome sequencing of Covid-19 variants shows: the original variant from Wuhan is NOT the Source, and the

variant in the U.S. is OLDER than the one from Wuhan. So it is just Impossible that the one in Wuhan is the source.  This Covid-19

started from World military Game in Wuhan, and it was brought IN by the Players OUTSIDE China Wuhan!! and go read this 2016 paper

by Ralf Baric, etc., and pay attention, there is NO Zhengli Shi's name, the Chinese scientist, in this publication. Shi ONLY provided the

thousands of Bat viuse samples, and that is IT. and what this paper is talking about is SARS-COV-II. It has been created by the U.S.

Scientists as early as 2016.

 SARS-like WIV1-CoV poised for human emergence pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26976607  Comparative Study Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A

. 2016 Mar 15;113(11):3048-53. doi: 10.1073/pnas.1517719113. Epub 2016 Mar 14. SARS-like WIV1-CoV poised for human

emergence Vineet D Menachery 1 , Boyd L Yount Jr 1 , Amy C Sims 1 , Kari Debbink 2 , Sudhakar S Agnihothram 3 , Lisa E Gralinski 1 ,

Rachel L Graham 1 , Trevor Scobey 1 , Jessica A Plante 1 , Scott R Royal 1 , Jesica Swanstrom 1 , Timothy P Sheahan 1 , Raymond J

Pickles 4 , Davide Corti 5 , Scott H Randell 6 , Antonio Lanzavecchia 7 , Wayne A Marasco 8 , Ralph S Baric 9
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes? Dr. James Lyons-Weiler found a very similar item in a virus catalog in China, labeled sars-cov2 dating back to 2006! We will

not know until someone takes the time to dig deeper into this so-called "novel" virus...don't think China will welcome any more

attention on this.
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Ms.Savvy
Joined On 12/8/2012 5:44:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone want to understand the roots of the string pullers... www.ancientfaith.com/.../land_of_giants  Part of a series and absolutely

shakes up stale ideas of sjw Christianity! Our roots were cut off and we have followed or broke from a gutted birthright This episode

also really stood out to me www.ancientfaith.com/podcasts/lordofspirits/the_real_demons_of_hallowe..  Many worth a listen to at

least consider and dont turn off just because its a Christian offering! I challenge you all take a look! Love to all here whom I have read

comments of so often!
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Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM
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Once again; Hollywood provides a great analogy. Twilight Zone To Serve Man Don’t worry, we’re here to save/serve you! “It’s a

cookbook”.
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Cbushpilotgmail.com
Joined On 8/2/2017 7:39:05 AM
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I hope everyone reads your book, Kennedy's book and Judy's new book on masks......fauci and his Inquesition bullies are corrupt and

lieing......diseases have been brought under control greatly in the last 100 yrs from 1. Sanitation and 2. Nutrition.......not by fauci and

his henchmen.... and their poison shots
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If you pay for gain of function research and then hide the fact that you did, isn't that at the very least Treason and at greatest genocide.

Holding information back didn't save anyone and now people are dying from having taken these Jabs. What is the penalty for lying to

congress under oath? Why haven't these people been prosecuted?
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And besides all of that, I recall reading an article at another site that showed a photostat copy of an SEC Vling. This Vling showed that

George Soros bought stock shares of a Bio Lab in Wuhan China back in 2011 or 2012.(I don't recall which year!)
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Again the truth of manipulation comes out due to Fauci and friends. The most ridiculous theory was a worry of Trump starting a war

with China. Just more political B's from those afraid of Trump. It is obvious no matter what Fauci took advantage of Covid to create

what was and still is the narrative of changing world culture. Covid was the opportunity to do it the Marxist way. One world government

or at least total Marxist take over of individual Government leadership.
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Truth be told, we should stop blaming Wuhan. Maybe it should be renamed to 'Fauci-19 Virus' after the real villain?
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Time to take out the trash in this country.
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Well let's see Wuhan does have a big virology lab where this virus existed and was the subject of research. But Wuhan also has a big

food market that was famous for its batshit tacos so who knows, you be the judge!
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The vax is the bioweapon.
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The most recent health insurance data/payouts post covid

"vaccines"...www.naturalnews.com/2022-02-01-die-off-is-here-life-insurance-payouts-..
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kfa6931
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Science has lost it's credibility. I refuse to even see a doctor any longer. Most are in it for the paycheck and could care less about us as

humans, and that's sad. I've never really trusted doctors as a whole, neither did my dad. He would not even set foot in a hospital and

when he did it was because he had no choice. He passed away at home with his dogs, my brother, and his best friend at his side. He

was 61 and died from smoking and damage he obtained during his stint in Vietnam. What I'm saying is, those days of trust in the

medical institution are gone.

Now, they are more interested in "what's in it for me." - Of course there are brave ones who are out there standing up for us, the people

and I pray for them daily. I've paid attention and I always knew this was a purposeful pandemic to discredit Trump and do things out in

the open while we were all "at home together." What a load of horse malarcky. Those who mean to do us evil, will one day pay for their

crimes, whether it be here on earth or when the Almighty comes back to get his people. In the mean time folks, stay frosty and do NOT

COMPLY.
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That is so true. And what a shame. Doctors are controlled by the huge medical establishment and most don't have the nerve to

stand up for the truth. I can't imagine being a doctor that has been pushing the vax and then realizes that it is killing people. So

many people are waking up that soon the whole world is going to go through a serious change. Economies will collapse, people

will starve because we already have shortages. Terrible times ahead.
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If a conspiracy theory is a "theory", that means that is not been proven either way. Either answer way may still be valid.
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fundamentalassumptions
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Reading the general consensus here, I'm in agreement that there is nothing new to see here for those who've been following&

investigating this closely from the get-go. Not because we're so tied in or high up,but because we still have some people of integrity&

not entirely disconnected from truth& their own humanity with all of its created potential, as well as potential to sin & limitation, there&

informing us. Full sight requires 2 eyes wide open. We still have access to that if we seek it. Those are 'pluses'.   As a Christian trying

to Vgure out what was going on in the churches,& w/ worldwide web contact w/brethren there have been stirrings& patterns of

international change& warnings since the Clinton years that were noticeable.

During the Obama years warnings to never disarm as the American people began coming out of various 'transformed' nations. To

beware revisionism& propaganda. I came out of Augustinian religion w/remorse& repentance during those days of confusion,but few

would hear,& then the remaining faithful churches began going rankly antichrist&humanist here as elsewhere. Fitting it into the bigger

picture of both scripture& evidence forensically: it's not 'new', it's just culminating& coming together. Not 'just' the US or China, but

internationalist, corporatist, multi-generational:ending Rev 6-20 KJB.

What we hear of Scwaub's& Soro's quotes& deceitful, freedom-hating work: planting inVltrators,ties in here& to the 'banksters', to Rome

as the head of all elitist, hierarchical Babylonian ecumenical& evolutionary craft, including mystical craft Jewry, Islam. the East. Those

w/ eyes to see,& ears to hear; quickened by the Spirit preserving& acting thru the preserved word are but men& won't 'see it all', but

won't be blinded by hate,fear, or pretense either: nor do they Vght, watch,& wait alone, or w/o comfort come what may. For this lack of

doublemindedness& manipulability they are hated, targeted, slandered w/the Book. But all will be revealed.
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"......have been conducting the kind of risky gain-of-function experiments on coronaviruses thought to have resulted in SARS-CoV-2"

Actually began gain-of-function research in the summer of 2012..after the six Mojiang copper miners were infected with the bat virus

thru feces inhalation in a copper mine in the Yunnan Province of China. Dr Shi then started and alerted NIH of the research that fall.
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When this saga began, the very idea that the Wuou was anything but one of those innocent things that sometimes happen in nature

was a lunatic if not Hitlerian conspiracy theory. It is now clear that the virus was knowingly created by the Fraudci, Collins and the

Chicoms in collusion with Pelosi, Schumer and probably the Marxist Muslim from Mombasa, in order to prevent the re-election of

President Trump, take down and then take over the United States and impose the Great Reset of Gates, Schwab and Soros and the

Great Replacement of white by brown and Christianity by mohammedanism and diabolism. They have not succeeded in transforming

the United States of America into the Peoples Republic of Amafrica, so they will probably be back with another virus, possibly even the

"nuclear options" of Ebola or smallpox.
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I'm an Air Force brat and has a smallpox vaccine when young. Let's hope that doesn't happen but if it does, I hope it will provide

me with immunity.  These people are absolutely evil. Tell me, how would those that mean to do us harm protect themselves

from a more potent virus?
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This is not about race or religion. It is larger than that. This is a war against the human race. The days of bigotry are over

because we are coming to realize it is not other races or religions that are causing these problems. Bigotry is kept alive and

active in the world as a control mechanism. They give us an enemy to concentrate on instead of the truth. We must unite all

colors and religions, all peoples of the world, to defeat this reset. Brown people, muslims, are not the enemy and are not the

cause.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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Dr. Fauci became NIAID's director on November 2, 1984 (Regan - 1st term). The lack of transparency, full-disclosure, and

accountability is shocking. Who protects and sponsors Dr. Fauci?
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It was the Regan Administration that got this ball rolling. A lot of this research started during Reagan's terms. It was so bad,

Francis Boyle wrote the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989 (BWATA). President Bush signed it into law. He was

trying to prevent what is happening today. He predicted this would happen and was trying to prevent it by writing (BWATA).

According to BWATA, both the GOF research and the mRNA shots are considered bioweapons and Fauci would be charged as a

terrorist.
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Fauci has friends in high places. Such friends have many tentacles stuck in every pie. Read RFK Jr's book "Real Tony Fauci".

Suscient data in the book to enlighten you.
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Personally, I think what Fauci and Collins did was less about covering for China and more about covering for their own roles in this

mess. They were supporting this research IN CHINA, but that doesn’t erase their involvment.
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mammywitch1
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Why do we NOT want a war with China?--Because China OWNS US!!! Our country went bankrupt!! On March 9, 1933, the U.S. declared

bankruptcy, as expressed in President Franklin Delano Roosevelt's Executive Orders 6073, 6102, 6111, and 6260. Almost all the gold

(which is what our monetary system is 'supposed' to be based on) was 'bought' by other countries--especially China. We are an

indebted nation of fools!
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Gee!!! I have been reading the real info from the start, from the same source that the highest criminals in osce were reading it too. It’s

tbe media that refuses to speak truths. If you want the whole truth …dive deep into one of many Figu sites, but start at theyoyblog
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Independent labs around the world reverse-engineered Covid-19 back in February-March, 2020. It's obvious it's from a lab. WTH
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Randyfast
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There is no viral pandemic! What's been going on for over two years, has never been about some cold virus! Am I the only one seeing

the Big Picture here? If we don't escape this global psyops soon - there will be nothing left of "humanity"! The oligarchs want everyone

focused on the "Deadly Virus"...stop playing their game!
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The reality now is the aftermath of all the gene therapy damage looming as well as the rest of the 2030 agenda. At this point the

pharma industrial complex as already achieved the injection aspect of agenda and the puppet admin has done its job in

breaking down America making it even more vulnerable as we move toward mid decade. I agree its a far bigger picture. Forest

for the trees!
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Brodie; thanks for the reply. I've been following the globalists (and their agendas) for much longer than the past couple of years

and I knew what "covid" was about, before it even arrived. The fact that they've been pushing this EXPERIMENTAL SPIKE

PROTEIN NANOBOT SHOT so aggressively - from the very beginning (and of course; Event 201 and other events that led up to

this), should have been a huge Red Flag, from day one! I've been listening to the talking heads, for about a decade, telling how

we need to reduce the world's population. Anyone who follows Dane Wigington on geoengineeringwatch.org knows what the Big

Picture is - and it's called Biosphere Collapse! Our insane and evil controllers know full well that our planet is collapsing (they're

the ones who did it); although, they still believe that they will be Vne, playing God, in merging the biological with the

digital/computer realm; and life will continue.

These people are out of their minds! Covid has always been - a weapon of mass distraction and a means to an end. I believe,

that 'end' is becoming clearer, is it not? They have their minions everywhere; paying off anyone and everyone and in the process

- building their army of delusional zombies, in order to make sure that their narrative, is the ONLY one that gets out to the

masses; doing their very best to suppress and censor all TRUTH!
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No matter what, there is zero justiVcation that a dangerous virus should be sent to a communist country or any other country.  It

should be under strict military control if such a stupid thing is created in the Vrst place, also to have a coniving creep like Fauci to be in

control, imagine if he was a chef at a restaurant or in charge of the water supply, he is a psychopath, shame on the US government and

military.
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Just when will the redundancy end and the accountability begin again? Round and round and round it goes. Just how many times do

we need to read the exact same things?
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My understanding of USA involvement in the Wuhan Lab’s ‘cookery’ is that not just funding was supplied. The lab was also using an

HIV cell line to grow the SARS virus, (‘to see what happened’) and that cell line HAD to have come from the USA, because that cell-line

is probably the basis of making people HIV positive, and ‘occurred’ during the 80’s during research for the oral polio vaccine, when

animal blood was used and not checked for retroviruses. Of course, the USA kept the cell-line. The reason this is important to

understand is that anyone who knew of this (Fauci), also knew that since the HIV is a retrovirus, you can’t do a normal vaccine and that

is why an mRNA ‘shot’ was developed. I think I have this correct. The Wuhan Lab was publishing its work in the scientiVc journals quite

openly. However, the Indexes to this literature in Medline have been tampered with. How high up does this have to be to ‘happen’?
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Fire Fauci and Vre Biden and let us have a new election without the Democrap's fraud.
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Demon rats or demo'rats. Why does nobody say this was planned and deliberately released throughout the entire world, by

aircraft spraying, at airports, at busy places and large gatherings and however they do it. In "Wales, UK, we had strange aircraft

oight patterns during lockdowns and then a week later there were higher and increasing covid cases in these exact areas. Why

does nobody say that the bugs and ous are released on us every single year, deliberately by spraying of aircraft? In London they

are released on the bridges. In the 60s, ships off of the Spouth coast of England were doing this experimentation of chemical

and bilological weapons.

Why do we consider that it was the Chinese or the Americans, well obviously it was the Americans and the Chinese were

involved but HOW many other players were involved, how many all over the globe are involved? It deVnitely was done to

decrease the population. The jabs have got sterilisation properties and every opportunity was made across the globe to

decimate the elderly. Why can we not accept just HOW much EVIL, greed and hatred of others there is in our world?
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clindes... wouldn't that be wonderful !   ursulariches.... I was in Hawaii, on Waikiki beach in Dec 2019 and left in Feb of 2020. I
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clindes... wouldn't that be wonderful !   ursulariches.... I was in Hawaii, on Waikiki beach in Dec 2019 and left in Feb of 2020. I

got covid Jan 1st. No wonder, my hotel was full of mainland Chinese and I was in the elevator daily with many of them. Waikiki

was also full of people from every part of the globe, and people were always talking about the new virus that they all got, as it

was "weird". It is a sneezing, coughing menace, so easy to spread. I believe this is how it spread so easily, we all went home and

spread it there.
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sue2613
Joined On 6/6/2015 8:25:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone know anything about the rope like structure in the blood?  The scary thing coming out now, and who knows if you can

even trust that this is true, is that there are weird white rope-like structures appearing in the blood of cadavers who have been given

the shot. Something about undertakers having to remove all this clogging stuff to be able to embalm...
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

some folks blood is boiling as they prepare for the Day of The Rope
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ursulariches
Joined On 6/25/2013 7:18:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is anyone surprised at the lies? Lets look at the knowledge we have of satan, he has been called the father of all lies. He

obfuscates well, he masquerades, he distorts and twists, he deceives, he poisons the truth, he is utterly malevolent, he wants what

does not belong to him, he hates others to have happiness, he destroys and JC called him the Prince of this World. That is why we

should pray. And has nobody noticed how sometimes lies seem to have a power, an inherent power in themselves, as if there was a

spell of deception within them? This is satan's area of expertise. Other names, originally called Lucifer meaning light bearer when he

was an angel in heaven before the big battle and rebellion in heaven.

The evil one, the devil, the deceiver, destroyer. Lets name him. His adversaries are St Michael the Archangel, the Holy Angels, our Lady,

Jesus, the Holy Martyrs. Virginity, celibacy, purity, purity within marriage, fasting, praying, confession, the Rosary are all means to

defeat him and the Holy Spirit defeats the lies. Jesus said I AM THE TRUTH. Faucci said I am the Science, so lets see the arrogant and

proud for who they are. There is no science without Truth, it is just deception. Deception is ruling our entire World. Our global

monetary supply is a DECEPTION.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FAUCI is a Jesuit educated humanist.
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and1515
Joined On 9/21/2021 6:08:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Correct!! Nailed it. This is a spiritual battle against the powers of darkness and we can defeat Satan with faith, fasting, prayer,

spiritual weapons-sacramentals, sacraments and God's sanctifying grace. Heaven help us!
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If Fauci is Science than he is the Science of Lies & deception.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Billions of people have been deceived by this Covid Con. The Bible warns of a Global Deception in the last days. There are now

millions of people who considered themselves to be Christians, who have believed the lies and deception, have

poisoned/deVled God's Temple (their bodies) and no longer belong to God. They are now the "Intellectual Property" of Big

Pharma. When the Bible said; "Stay alert", "Be Vigilant" - I was paying attention. Taking that nanobot shot, is the worst decision

that anyone could make. I have no sympathy for people who didn't see all of this coming. I need to focus on my own existence.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With all due respect, the Devil& Lucifer's rebellion are legitimately testiVed to& evidenced biblically& experientially. But idolatry,

necromancy& angel worship are forbidden because of lying deceitful spirits& fallen angels, spiritual realities mankind is not

equipped nor Vt to Vght directly beyond the warfare of Ephesians 6 KJB. Jesus is indeed the LORD, & the way, the truth & the life.

Jn 14KJB. The only godman& of the Godhead:there is no other intercessor, & none other name. (Acts 4) See for examples

Colossians 2, Jude,& Luke 1KJB where Mary, the woman, confessed her sin& need of a Saviour. The Queen of Heaven was the

ancient pagan counterfeit preset to counter the coming fulVlment of the seed of the woman in Genesis 3, she is only mentioned

negatively in scripture, in Jeremiah 7& 44 KJB.

Taken out from Babylon, given many names, generally androgynous in her evolutions by men& devils, femininity perverted: all

angelic beings being male, the creative & mysterious aspect of the creature woman, coveted, misunderstood being the picture

of the body of Christ, the redeemed saints of the Lord, coming reality. Rev 19&20-22, or of the Whore, Rev 17-18 KJB. Choice

regarding truth determining.  Jude 8-13 ¶ Likewise also these Vlthy dreamers deVle the oesh, despise dominion, and speak evil

of dignities.

Jude 9 Yet Michael the archangel, when contending with the devil he disputed about the body of Moses, durst not bring against

him a railing accusation, but said, The Lord rebuke thee. Jude 10 But these speak evil of those things which they know not: but

what they know naturally, as brute beasts, in those things they corrupt themselves. Jude 11 Woe unto them! for they have gone

in the way of Cain, and ran greedily after the error of Balaam for reward, and perished in the gainsaying of Core.  Michael will

indeed Vght for the Jews. Dan 10-12. Rev 12 KJB. The real ones, not those false of Rev 2&3 KJB.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pipblanc:  Fauci's faults are more serious than being educated by Jesuits. There are good and bad Jevvies, smart and stupid

ones too
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JennyG444
Joined On 3/18/2017 2:23:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The cause of Covid is always labs. BUT WHAT IS THE CAUSE OF COVID AND OMNICROM DEATHS? IT IS TINY MICROSCOPIC WORMS

IN WATER ALL OVER AMERICA PUT THERE AS WEAPONS OF MILITARY TO OVERLOAD THE BRAIN WITH ELECTRICAL PULSES FROM

MILITARY UNDER THE EARTH TOWERS AND TECHNOLOGIES THAT SEND WIFI TO OUR BRAINS! The worms are electrical Veld

receivers and senders and a weapon to silently kill Americans and falsify diseases and pandemics!!!!! THIS IS THE MARK OF BEAST IN

the Bible!!! THE Cause of all DISEASES AT THE ROOT IS ELECTRICAL FIELD HARM FROM MILITARY SHORTENING OUR LIVES AND

KILLING INFANTS AND CAUSING AUTISM, MS, EPILEPSY, SEIZURES, FATIGUE, BRAIN INJURY, HEART ISSUES AND MOST ALL ISSUES

OF DEPRESSION!! FIND THE TINY WORMS WITH LEGS IN ALL BEVERAGES IN STORES AND TAP WATER AND SUE GOVT FOR

GENOCIDE.

CHECK ALL DEATHS FROM COVID AND FIND WORMS IN THEIR BRAINS!!!! ALL DEATHS ARE ELECTRICAL FIELD OVERLOAD FROM

MILITARY SENDING ELECTRICAL PULSES AT US FROM UNDER EARTH MILITARY WEAPONS THAT SHOOT ELECTRICAL VIBRATING

AND SPINNING FIELDS AT OUR BRAINS, AND AMPLIFIES THROUGH WATER, ESP. WATER PIPES CONNECTED TO NEW ELECTRICAL

METERS!! CAUSING AUTISM AND INFANT DEATHS!! AMERICA IS. UNDER ATTACK BY MILITARY NAVAL RESEARCH LABS WITH HIRED

MEXICAN AND ASIAN TERRORIST SERIAL KILLERS WHO ARE USING COMPUTER TERMINALS TO BEAM ELECTRICAL WAVES AT ALL

AMERICANS TO HARM US AND KILL INFANTS AND CAUSE COVID DEATHS AND AUTISM IN ONE IN FOURTY CHILDREN, A CRIME THE

SAME AS GERMAN WAR TIME CRIMES OF ELECTRICAL Field WEAPONS!!
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MariaBedard
Joined On 12/2/2021 11:30:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Money really is the root of all evil!!! God bless us all!!!
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We all need money to live. It's not money. 1 Timothy 6:10: For the LOVE of money is the root of all kinds of evil.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

fake money is the root, like fake anything else  "he is ALL FALSE"
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maria, money according to Vincent de Paul, "is God in action". Without money we can do very little. It is those misers who hoard,

refuse to spend, share or help others who have the sickness of "the love of money". It is said that money enhances your true

character, if you are kind, money will enable you to express kindness, if you are selVsh or greedy, you will express these traits

more so with money. Having suscient money allows us the freedom (pre covid perhaps!) to reach our potential.
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! According to Dr. David Martin, there isn't any covid; it is an illusion in order to have the masses take the experimental drugs. The

pathogen is actually related to the drugs; the drugs are the bio-weapon. I just received the videos and transcripts (book form) today

that I ordered from "covid revealed," and he makes that claim in there. If people continue to believe and say something about covid as

if it existed, then they can be accused of "disinformation." Thank you! Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician)
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What type of licensed clinician were you? MD?
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Ord3228
Joined On 7/10/2021 10:31:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are you relying on Fox News? 

🙈

 where is Dr Mercola? He would never
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brenbesser
Joined On 4/9/2020 12:46:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only science that is mentioned in this analysis is the appearance of 12 strands at a furin site in the sequenced virus. What did they

sequence? There is no evidence of an actual SARS-CoV-2 virus sample. Is the sequence they are referring to the 'In-Silico' computer

model created for the PRC assay? Mercola is either ignorant or complicit. Either show me the virus, or shut up!
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the " virus " is an element of the pandemic narrative - try imagining declaring a pandemic on a cause unknoen - so we at any

time might contain billions of these tiny critters that integfrate us into their life cycle - I am told that these micro organisms

produce vitamins in our intestines - Pharma has declared war on these critters that have used us as hosts for thousands of

years - Pharmja is DESTRUCTIVE to human health
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